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Inhomogeneous strain-induced half-metallicity in bent zigzag
graphene nanoribbons
Dong-Bo Zhang1 and Su-Huai Wei1

Realization of half-metallicity in low dimensional materials is a fundamental challenge for nano spintronics, which is a critical
component for next-generation information technology. Using the method of generalized Bloch theorem, we show that an in-plane
bending can induce inhomogeneous strains, which in turn lead to spin-splitting in zigzag graphene nanoribbons and results in the
highly desired half-metallic state. Unlike the previously proposed scheme that requires unrealistically strong external electric fields,
the obtained half-metallicity with sizeable half-metallic gap and high energetic stability of magnetic order of edge states requires
only relatively low-level strain in the in-plane bending. Given the superior structural flexibility of graphene and the recent
experimental advances in controllable synthesis of graphene nanoribbons, our design provides a hitherto most practical approach
to the realization of half-metallicity in low dimensional systems. This work, thus paves a way towards the design of nanoscale
spintronic devices through strain engineering.
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INTRODUCTION
Having one spin channel conducting while the other one
insulating, half-metallicity (HM) can provide completely spin-
polarized charge carriers. This exotic property represents an ideal
condition for spintronics which manipulates the spin freedom of
electrons for various applications such as logic circuits, data
storage and information processing.1–4 Since the first theoretical
prediction,5 great efforts have been devoted to identify or design
materials with HM properties.6–14 So far, HM has been experi-
mentally demonstrated in bulk systems, e.g., ferromagnetic
manganese perovskite.6 However, despite great efforts,7–14 the
actual realization of HM in low dimensional materials, especially in
two-dimensional (2D) single atomic/molecular layer, has not been
realized. This has hindered design of spintronic devices at
nanoscale.
Graphene has been expected to be the long-awaited platform

for 2D spintronics15, 16 given its unique electronic properties such
as extremely long spin diffusion length due to its massless Dirac
Fermion nature17 and the weak spin–orbit interaction.18 More
importantly, graphene is predicted to have spin-polarized edge
states with a sizeable band gap19 when graphene is cut into
zigzag terminated graphene nanoribbons (GNR). Figure 1a show-
cases a zigzag GNR with n = 8 C chains. It has a band structure
with a finite bandgap, where the valance band (VB) and
conduction band (CB) consist of localized edge states at 2π/3 <
kT < 4π/3,7 where T represents the translational vector, see Fig. 2b.
These edge states are intrinsically spin-polarized with ferromag-
netic order for one edge of the GNR (but being anti-ferromagnetic
(AFM) for the opposite sides) without involving any transition
metal elements for both VB, Fig. 2d, and CB, Fig. 2e. Given such a
special spin configuration, it is possible to induce spin-splitting,
e.g., by exerting an electric field transversely across the GNR. In
this case, the energy levels of the localized edge states on the

opposite edges will shift relatively with respect to each other for
both spin orientations.7

Son et al. first suggested that this spin-splitting might result in a
HM state under an electric field with proper strength, and
demonstrated their proposal with first-principles calculations.7

However, the required electric fields are too strong to reach at
such nanoscale given the state-of-art gate technique.20 It has also
been suggested that the required electric field can be alternatively
obtained via chemical decoration of GNR edges with selective
atoms or functional groups.8, 20–24 Although the resulting HM is
indeed pronounced, it is impractical to accomplish the control-
lable doping of atoms/functional groups at the GNR edges with
atomic precision. Recently, efforts were also devoted to graphene/
hexagonal boron nitrogen (hBN) lateral heterostructures where a
zigzag GNR is sandwiched by hBN NRs with one side terminated
by B and the other side by N in order to build intrinsically an
electric field.25–27 However, the obtained HM are found to be
severely suppressed with a vanishingly small HM gap.28

Here we reveal a new mechanism to realize the HM states in
zigzag GNRs by in-plane bending, where GNRs are bent along the
axial direction as shown in Fig. 1b. This concept is inspired by an
unusual phenomenon uncovered in zigzag GNRs that the edge
states response opposed to tension and compression deforma-
tions. This, together with the spatial separation of edge states
between opposite spin orientations, paves an alternative way to
induce spin-splitting in edge states and consequently, provides an
opportunity to achieve the HM state by deforming zigzag GNRs
inhomogeneously with proper strain pattern. We find that a
simple in-plane bending can fulfill this requirement. As an
illustration, we carried out systematic electronic band structure
calculations of bent zigzag GNRs. Such simulation is possible only
due to our recent theoretical advance of the development of the
generalized Bloch theorem coupled with self-consistent charge
density-functional tight-binding (SCC-DFTB). The outcomes totally
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support our expectation. The well-defined HM state with a
sizeable HM gap is achieved while the excellent stability of the
long-range spin order7 in zigzag GNRs is well retained under this
in-plane bending. The maximum strains involved in the needed
bending deformations are only at mediate level (~10%) for all the
GNRs considered. Given the superior structural flexibility of
graphene,29 our design is promising for a practical realization
given the present experimental advances in the fabrication of GNR

samples with sharp zigzag edges30, 31 and in controlling the
interplay between GNRs and substrates.32

RESULTS
Strain effects on edges states
We first examine the strain effect on edge states by carrying out
electronic band structure calculation using SCC-DFTB method.33

Considering tension and compression, we find that energy levels
of both VB and CB of edge states shift downwards and upwards
with respect to the stress-free case for zigzag GNRs under tension
and compression, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2a, c. A parallel
calculation using the first-principle pseudopotential VASP code34

for the same zigzag GNR shows very similar results (see
Supplementary Note 1). To characterize the dependence of edge
states on strain, systematic studies are conducted for a strain
range of −5% < ε < 5%. Results are shown in Supplementary
Note 2. Our calculation reveals that the energy level shifts of edge
states with ε are nearly linear. We note that the bandgap is almost
impervious to strain because the energies of the VB and CB of
edge states move in the same direction. This is quite unusual since
in conventional covalent semiconductors band gaps usually
changes linearly and sensitively with strain, where the energies
of the band edge states move in opposite directions.
This interesting phenomenon can be explained by noticing that

the spin-polarization-induced bandgap has VB and CB states with
similar character and the variation of kinetic energy of these edge
states under strains is responsible for the energy levels shift. As an
example, we focus on edge states located at the boundary of
Brillouin zone, i.e., K ¼ π= Tj j. At strain ε, the translational
periodicity, Tj j ¼ 1þ εð Þ T0j j. Here, T0 represents the translational
vector of the stress-free zigzag GNR. The kinetic energy of the
edge states is approximately,

EK ¼ �h2K2

2m�
e

¼ �h2π2

2m�
e T0j j2

1
1þεð Þ2

ffi α 1� 2εð Þ;

(1)

where, m�
e and ħ are effective electron mass and Plank constant,

respectively, and α ¼ �h2π2= 2m�
e T0j j2� �

. Equation (1) reveals that
the energy of edge states increases (decreases) with compression
(tension) nearly linearly, consistent with our band structure
calculation. We indicate that the uncovered distinct responses of
edge states to tension and compression, combining the spatial
separation of edge states between opposite spin orientations as
shown in Fig. 2d, e, can be utilized to induce spin-splitting in edge
states, and may likely lead to the desired HM state by deforming
zigzag GNRs inhomogeneously with proper strain pattern. In the
present work, we choose a simple in-plane bending.

Bending induced spin splitting and HM states
Our main results are summarized in Fig. 3. As expected, for a
zigzag GNR with n = 8 C chains, there is a spin-splitting of edge
states which increases with the bending angle Ω, where the CB
(VB) of spin-up states shifts downwards (upwards), while the CB
(VB) of spin-down states shifts upwards (downwards), see for
example Fig. 3b. Figure 3d plots the dependence of band gaps on
Ω for both spin-up and spin-down states, which is almost linear as
function of Ω. We can see that, at Ω = 2.5°, the gap between the
CB and VB of spin-up states reaches a complete closure, indicating
the emergence of HM state, Fig. 3c. At this critical bending angle,
the bandgap between the CB and VB of spin-down states is
usually referred as the HM gap. Here, it is ~0.39 eV for GNR with

Fig. 1 a A zigzag GNR with n= 8 C chains with hydrogen saturated
on both edges. The GNR is infinite long along its axis as indicated by
the dashed arrow. T represents the translational vector. Those 16 C
atoms inside the translational unit cell are represented by solid balls.
b The same zigzag GNR under a uniform in-plane bending. The
rotational angle corresponding to this motif is Ω. The dashed line
indicates the neutral surface with zero strain. On the inner (outer)
side of the neutral surface, the C chain colored blue (red) along GNR
edge is compressed (extended)

Fig. 2 Electronic band structures of a zigzag GNR with n= 8 C
chains under different conditions: a axial tension ε= 5%, b stress-
free ε= 0, and c axial compression ε= −5%. The spatial distribution
of the spin density of the edge states for the same zigzag GNR are
given in d for VB edge state and e CB edge state. The red and blue
colors represent the spin-up and spin-down orientations, respec-
tively. The isosurface level of charge densities is 0.01 e/Å
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n = 8 C chains. This is important because to maintain high degree
of spin-polarization in a spintronic application, large HM gap is
required.
For a practical useful HM system, not only the sizeable HM gap

is needed, the stability of the long-range magnetic order is also a
necessity. To verify the magnetic stability, we calculate the
energetic difference ΔE = ENM − EAFM between the AFM and non-
magnetic states (NM), which is often used to characterize the
magnetic stability of a system.7 Here, EAFM and ENM denote
the energies of the AFM and NM states, respectively. For stress-
free zigzag GNRs (Ω = 0.0°), the magnetic interaction energy is
indeed large.7 For example, for the zigzag GNR with n = 8 C chains,
ΔE ≈ 17.5 meV per edge C atom given by SCC-DFTB. Under

bending, the variation of ΔE is negligible as shown in Fig. 3e,
suggesting that the magnetic stability of zigzag GNRs is well
preserved.
We further examine the size dependence of the bending

induced HM. Figure 3f shows that the HM gap decreases slowly
with GNR width but remains sizeable with values larger than 0.2
eV when the number of C chains in GNR increases from n = 6 to
32, indicating that the HM is pronounced for a wide range of GNR
widths, see Supplementary Note 3 for more details. We have also
determined the critical bending angle Ωc for each considered
GNR, at which the HM state emerges. Figure 3g shows that a
smaller bending angle Ωc is needed to approach the HM state as
the GNR becomes wider. Our SCC-DFTB calculation finds a simple
relationship Ωc = 8.9 (nW0/Å)

− 1, where W0 = 2.14 Å is the unit
width along the width dimension of GNR, revealing that Ωc

decreases inversely proportionally with GNR width nW0, as shown
in Fig. 3g. This trend can be understood as follows: In our
approach, the strain is applied through in-plane bending. In this
case, the outer side (inner side) edge of the GNR is extended
(compressed) with ε given as

ε ¼ ±
nW0Ω

T0j j : (2)

The insert of Fig. 3g shows that the critical strain |ε*|, which
triggers the HM has only a weak size dependence with values
varying ~10%, thus, from Eq. (2), we can derive that Ωc is inversely
proportional to n. Given the superior structural flexibility of
graphene,29 such strain level is expected to be easily achievable.
For example, the in-plane bending can be applied in a similar
manner as in several previous studies,35, 36 where graphene
samples are placed on some flexible substrates, see Fig. 4 for a
schematic setup. For the maintenance of the one-dimensional
spin-polarized edge states of GNRs, strong electronic interaction
between GNRs and the substrate should be avoided. We thus
suggest that certain polymer insulators such as polyethylene
terephthalate film and poly-methyl methacrylate can be used,
which lock the graphene piece essentially through non-electronic
van der Walls interaction.36, 37

DISCUSSION
We have proposed a new mechanism to induce spin-splitting in
zigzag GNRs. Using the method of generalized Bloch theorem, we
show that by introducing inhomogeneous strain through in-plane
bending, the HM can be achieved with a sizeable HM gap and
excellent energetic stability of the magnetic order of edge states
in zigzag GNRs. It is important to point out that to develop the HM
through the in-plane bending, only relatively low-level strain is
required. This feature indicates that our proposal is promising to
realize HM in 2D systems. Our work, thus sheds lights on the new
design principles of spintronic devices at nanoscale based on
graphene and other 2D materials.

Fig. 3 Spin-resolved electronic band structures of a zigzag GNR with
n= 8 C chains for the stress-free case a, and under in-plane bending
with different bending angles (Ω): 1.5° b, and 2.5° c. The red dashed
and blue solid lines denote bands of spin-up states and spin-down
states, respectively. The Fermi energy is set to zero. d Dependence of
band gaps on bending angle Ω for spin-up states (red opened circle)
and spin-down states (blue filled square). e Dependence of magnetic
interaction energy ΔE per edge C atom on bending angle Ω. f
Dependence of the HM gap induced by bending as a function of the
number of C chains n of the zigzag GNRs. g Critical bending angle
Ωc to induce the HM states as a function of the number of C chains n
of the zigzag GNRs. The solid curve indicates the reversely
proportional dependence of Ωc on n. The insert shows the
corresponding strains at GNR edges at these critical bending angles

Fig. 4 Schematic representation of a possible setup for a zigzag
GNR placed on certain flexible substrate. The in-plane bending is
posed through the substrate
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METHODS
Because a simple bending breaks the translational symmetry, standard
quantum mechanical calculations relying on the translational symmetry
are not suitable any more. Thus, the present study is carried out within the
theoretical framework called generalized Bloch theorem.38 In the following,
we will describe some salient features of this approach: For the zigzag GNR
shown in Fig. 1a, its atomic structure can be described by repeating the
translational T vector over an N atoms unit cell along its axis. However,
when an in-plane bending is applied as shown in Fig. 1b, the translation
symmetry is removed. Here, we instead make recourse of rotational
symmetry, through which the bent GNR is described with repetition rules
involving rotation R of angle Ω performed around the bending axis on the
same N atoms cell,

Xλ;n ¼ RλðΩÞX0;n; (3)

where, X0,n represents atoms inside the primitive repeating motif and Xλ,n

represents the atoms inside the replica of the repeating motif indexed by λ.
Index n runs over the N atoms inside the motif. The bending angle Ω of the
rotational matrix R satisfies: ζΩ ¼ 2πwith ζ being an integer number and λ
= 0, 1, …, ζ − 1. The generalized Bloch functions is represented in local
basis,

Ψn;α κ; rð Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
ζ

p
Xζ�1

λ¼0
exp iκλð ÞRλφn;α rð Þχ σð Þ (4)

where, ϕn;αðrÞ refers to the atomic orbital α on atom n and Rλφn;α rð Þ is the
symmetry-adapted orbital.39–41 α runs over all the orbitals of single atom
and n runs over all the N atoms inside the primitive motif. The phase
factors are the eigenvalues of rotation operators. Quantum number 0≤ κ <
2π adopts values being integral multiple of Ω. χ represents the
wavefunction for spin part with orientation σ in the collinear treatment.
The above outlined theoretical framework has been implemented

recently to the computational package dftb+ (ref. 42) by us, where the
electronic band structure is calculated with SCC-DFTB. With it, we
investigate a large set of zigzag GNRs with number of C chains from n =
6 to 32, corresponding to a width range from 1.2 to 6.3 nm. GNRs with
greater widths are not considered here since their spin configuration
becomes either ferromagnetic or not correlated between the edge states
on opposite GNR edges.31 All the GNRs are hydrogen saturated at the
edges. For each GNR, a series of bending angles Ω are considered, and at
each Ω, the atomic structure is fully relaxed via conjugate gradient energy
minimization, followed by an electronic band structure calculation. 100 κ
points are used to converge the band energy.
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